


To: Deyo, James A; Heijne, Beft
Cc: Garcia, Ignacio; O'Brien, Emmett
Subject: RE:Test lab's

Bert,

l'll tell you right away we need to everything possible to convince the customer NOT to do EA testing, only because this

is a very sensitive issue.

lf its BPA testing, we can easily recommend a lab and its no problem

As you know this issue is heating up in the media. lt would be great if we could meet their needs by explaining all the

third party testing we have ALREADY conducted. lf you like, I can help you put together a response to the customer

based on this previous work. We are currently working on a presentation that people can start delivering to deal with
this issue. Or you can tell them that the tests are long, expensive and on live animals (Jim to confirm).

Can I ask you for a few details to help us understand what customers want and how we can prepare for future requests?

Who wants to do testing? Why do they want to do endocrine testing? And how sophisticated is this customer? lt would

be great to know these details to be sure this is the right decision - before we send a customer down the road of their
own EA testing. The nice thing about this request is that they are asking for a lab, rather than going to the first lab they

find on Google.

lf you really want to do the test¡ng - you'll need approval from Chris and Dawn. This issue is that important. ln that case,

Jim would know what tests are available, which labs are available and the general costs. I would think they are very

expensive as I mentioned before. And I would steer the customer only toward the most reliable of tests to reduce any

confusion.

Emmett

From: Garcia, Ignacio
Sent: Thursday, January 28,2010 12:45 PM

To: O'Brien, Emmett
Cc: Heijne, Bert
Subject: FW: Test lab's

Emmett, Bert is looking for 3'd party labs to do EA testing. Bert in Europe or US?

<< Message: Test lab's >>
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